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Dear Folks,
May and June were busy months. It seems like the first of the years was only a few
weeks ago. Wow-does time pass fast when you are having fun!
We continue to ship our courses to be used in several parts of the Spanish-speaking
world. I have noticed an increasing amount of people using them here in the United
States. I did not realize how large of a group of Spanish-speaking people were
concentrated in the state of Utah.
Several family and friends have contacted us about the situation here on the Mexico
border. Yes, it is changing rapidly! Gangs, drugs and violence seem to be an
accepted way of life in this area. It seems the good guys are losing and the bad guys
are winning. The city, county, state and Federal departments are rampant with
corruption. Some people have a bumper sticker that states; in Hidalgo country, we
do not tolerate corrupt government, we demand it. What a testimony!
The number of illegal children coming across the border is grossly under-estimated
for people following the liberal news media. This area is not prepared for them and
some have diseases. Local people love children, but are crying out for help in this
matter.
The last part of May and the first part of June, we were visiting LeAnn and her
family. It was so nice and cool in Pennsylvania. Her son Shawn graduated from High
School in June and has already enlisted into the US Air Force. We had a great time
with them! Grand children are precious!
Please continue to pray for our “Online Courses”, they are doing very well. What a
blessing to be able to reach out into the homes of people who have such a great
desire to learn God’s Word!!!
Please continue to pray for the missionaries we work with in Monterrey, Mexico.
Thanks to all of you!
Eddie and Dianna Woodfield
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